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Chapter One Introduction
IMulCut is a customized cutting service software for Multi-layer
cutting machines, which can be compatible to the mainstream design
software in garment & furniture industries. IMulCut provides reliable
data to Multi-layer cutting machines with its strong graph editing and
precise image recognition. IMulCut is able to offer various cutting
solutions according to different cutting requirements with its diverse
data recognition ability. With its high-efficiency output, IMulCut makes
itpossible that production can be without human interfering.

1.1 Software Installation and Operation Environment
1.1.1 Minimum Requirement for Hardware Configurations
System：i3 and above
Memory：above 4GB
Version： 2.2.8 and above
CutterServer：3.0.0.1and above
1.1.2 System and Software Environment
Operating System：Windows 7/10（64bit）
IMulCut Program Version：V1
CuttererverProgram Version：V4
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1.1.3 Software Installation

Double click installation
package; A notification of
installation environment
popes up; Click agree to
confirm installation

Please read the software
license agreement carefully
and please click [I agree
with this clause] once you
confirm installation

Specify program
installation path; Suggest
not to install IMulCut on
system disk

Select the type of the
encryption key
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Check installation
information

Waiting installation to be
completed

Click Finish (F) to end the
installation

1.2 Software interface
Main interface of the software includes the six parts: menu bar, tool
bar, layout area, non-layout area, status bar and nesting. (Figure 1)
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（Figure 1）
1.1.4 Menu bar

Menu bar is divided by functions as: File, Edit, View, Tool, Set Marker,
Setting, Control Center and Help, which covers almost all the functions of
the program.
1.1.5 Tool bar
Simple image buttons include all the common functions. IMulcut is
designed with visual buttons as icon and add numbers of buttons to
facilitate users operation.
Tool bar can be divided by functions as：
【Tool bar】
【Action bar】
【Edit bar】
【Setting bar】
【Status bar】
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Tool bar icon ( Figure 2) can be set to display or hide in 【 view 】
option.

（Figure 2）

Chapter two Software Operations
This chapter introduces all the functions and operations in IMulcut,
which can be regarded as a comprehensive manual, enabling users to
grasp IMulCut completely。

2.1.Basic Operations
2.1.1 Select
Select is the most basic operation in IMulCut. Many editing functions
are based on the selected graphic。
Click: Click graphic line by mouse to select the corresponding line.
The closed shape can be clicked randomly。
Region: Click working area, move the mouse to select the cutting
path from left to right. Under the situation of multiple patterns are
selected, region single piece then can be able to choose one single
pattern。

2.1.2 Adjust the Field of Vision
In order to clearly view the whole pattern on the working area, the
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field of view always needs to be adjusted. Four methods to adjust vision：
Method 1: Click tool bar【Tool】-【Zoom Tool】can change the field
of view and the layout list position through magnify, downsize, partially
magnify, full-screen preview and full-screen display。
Method 2: Roll the mouse wheel to adjust the field of view. Forward
scroll the wheel to reduce the vision area and the graphic in the working
area becomes larger; Backward scroll the wheel to increase the vision
area and the graphic in the working area becomes smaller (As picture 3)。

（Picture 3）
The above operation does not change the graphic size compared to
the real size on the cutting machine and the graphic absolute position,
just change the work area vision。

2.2. File Operation
IMulCut can read PLT, DXF, PDF, XML, CUT, NC, ISO files, etc and is
designed to offer three file open modes ( Open, import external data,
import Amam) to customers。
2.2.1. Open Directly

Click 【 Tool bar 】 button, select the file to open in the pop-up file
selection dialog (Figure 4), click【Open】to open the selected file directly,
(Only for CUT files)。
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（Figure 4）
2.2.2 Import External Data
Click menu bar 【File】-【Import External Data】, pop-up a dialog
(Figure 5), select parameters and then to click browse, choose the file to
open, click【Open】 will redirect to import interface. Choose to import
layout or to import additional layout

。

（Figure 5）
Comparison of several import methods

The

original

image on the

Opened file

working area
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File opening result without
additional layout：

File opening result with
additional layout：

2.2.3. Import interface
IMulcut interface click 【File】→【Import External Data】 to access
Import interface (Picture 6)

（Picture6）
Click【File】can use import method of different file type (Pic.7). Click【Data
For Spread As Cover】 will overwrite IMulcut data with current Interface data,
click 【Data For Spread As Add】 will append current Interface data to existing
data on IMulcut。
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（Picture 7）
Icons：

：mport file: import directly file to Import interface.
：Save: local save Import interface data.
： Import/Append import: equivalent to 【 Data For Spread As
Cover】 and 【Data For Spread As Add】 in 【File】.

：Edit sample: click to edit sample selected.
：Copy/Paste: select a sample, click copy icon, and click paste to
complete the operation.
：Deselect: click this icon will deselect all selected samples on the
interface.
：Pan: click this icon to shift the view on the working area interface by
dragging cursor.
Undo/Redo: can cancel operation done, and can restore the
operation after undo.
Full screen view/Zoom: click Full screen view will show the
sample at complete size, click Zoom in/Zoom out in anywhere of the
working area can zoom the area, click icon again to exit the operation.
Pen writings: click icon will show all data lines using pen.
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： After selecting a sample, can move, delete, rotate, mirror it
using these icons.
2.2.4. Sample Edit
Select sample wish to edit, right click and select 【Edit sample】 to
access Sample edit interface, after editing click save

to complete.

2.2.5. Sample Save
Click

icon can save current data as .cut file, select path and click

save.

2.3. Drawing Edit
IMulcut has drawing edit functionality, if file opened cannot satisfy
cutting demand or there is no file, user can edit drawings directly in
working area. Select sample wish to edit, right click and select 【 Edit
sample】 to access Sample edit interface, after editing click save
complete.
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2.3.1. Sample Edit

（Picture 8）
To draw line, circle, ellipse, rectangle, click interface icon, and click
again anywhere in the working area, a dialog box will pop up, input
drawing parameters and click OK (Pic.8).
2.3.2. Insert text
Click

icon a dialog box will pop up (Pic.9), input content, set

text properties, click OK.

（Picture 9）

2.4. Output
Click 【Control center】→【Cutting output】 to enter output settings.
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2.4.1. Output by page settings
After setting length page, system will calculate total pages in base of
data length (Pic.10)
Disposable output:

out all samples in marking area to Cutterserver.

Specified page output: when selecting specified page output can set
start and end page, system will output selected pages.
Output by page: output one page per time, after finishing one page
will output next page.

（Picture 10）
2.4.2. Sharpen
Check Sharpen can set blade sharpening (Pic.11).

（Picture 11）
By Distance (MM): as per picture, sharpen blade every 1000mm.
By Num: as per picture, sharpen blade every 1 sample cut.
All options: as shown in the figure 1000, grind the knife once every
1000mm of cutting. If the sample cutting is not finished, grind the knife
after the sample cutting is finished.。
2.4.3. Change knife start cut position
Knife position will be the nearest corner of the selected position (Pic.12).

（Picture 12）
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2.4.4. Cutting direction
System will cut according to direction selected (Pic.13).

（Picture 13）
2.4.5. Notch reconigtion
Length and width of notch recognized is notch size of the sample,
output size is the actual notch cut size (Pic.14).
Notch output supports conversion function, I notch recognized on
the sample can be done as a V notch in actual cutting, and viceversa.

（Picture 14）
2.4.6. Drilling recognition
In Drilling recognition settings interface (Pic.15) set notch diameter
and check Find notch, select and check the tool then click OK to
complete settings, drill notch’s actual diameter depends on blade used,
settings here are only for recognizing hole diameter on the sample.
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（Picture 15）
2.4.7. Output preview and cutting output
Finishing sample import and layout edit can preview it, as show on
the picture the green circle is knife start cutting position, white arrow is
cutting direction (Pic.16).
Cutting output can send cutting data to Cutterserver to proceed
cutting.

（Picture 16）
2.4.8. Restoration
When encounter unexpected situation like power failure or PC crash
and interrupts cutting operation, can reopen the software and restore
data, hence will proceed with unfinished task.
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2.5. Output settings
2.5.1. Tool selection and output sequence
Before output need to set tool and output sequence (Pic.17).
Select tool by checking cutting line type and select tool used; Click
set Null can clear settings.
Can set cutting sequence, for Outline and Inner priority is possible
only Sample priority is selected.

（Picture 17）
2.5.2. Breaking line parameter
Check Output breaking line, select gap and tool (Pic.18), breaking
line will work only when cutting page >1.

（Picture 18）
2.5.3. Output accuracy and optimization parameters
Internal synchronization: make inner line cutting direction same as
outline.
Path optimization: change sample’s cutting sequence to achieve
the shortest cutting path.
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Double arc output: system adjust automatically cutting sequence of
notches to reduce reasonably cutting time.
Restrict overlap: samples cannot overlap
Merge optimize: when merging multiple samples, system will
calculate the shortest cutting path and merge accordingly.
Knife point of merge:

when samples have merging line, system will

set knife point where merge line start.

（Picture 19）
Automatic merge: in merge line settings set automatic merge
distance and length, after checking automatic merge, when output
cutting data samples which meets setting condition will merge
automatically (Pic.20).

（Picture 20）
Line Distance, when distance between two lines are shorter than
distance set will merge.
Line Length, merge line length cannot exceed line length set.

2.6. Marking order information
Can set marking order size, and can add import distance (Pic.21).
Check 【Fine adjustment manually】, when move sample manually
can exceed area set.
【Rotation】, automatic nesting using rotation set.
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（Picture 21）
2.6.1. Single Sample Nesting
Click sample name to preview in the right and set positive and negative
sample quantity. Click ”all single“ to set all positive samples to be “1”
and negative samples to be “0”. Click “all double”to set all samples to
be “1”， including positive and negative samples. Click “clear” to set
all samples to be “0”. Please refer to Fig. 22.

（Picture 22）
2.6.2. Icons
New: click to open new marking and
Open: open cut files
Save: save the data
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Revoke/data recovery: click to revoke or recovery data.
Zoom in and out: click to change the working area vision. The
sample position will not be changed.
Refresh: Click to refresh the figure in the working area.
Rotate: Click to spin the sample.
No Flip \ rotate: Click to forbid flip or rotate.
Collating sequence: click to make the order of samples in the
nesting area.
Measure: Click to measure the distance and length of samples.
Grid line: Click to check the grid line, click again to cancel the grid
line.
Recovery as unmarked: Click to set all samples in nesting area to be
unmarked.
Automatic nesting: When first time to use, please find the nesting
software in the files. From second time, please click button directly to
realize automatically nest. Please refer to Fig. 23.

（Picture 23）
Adjust cutting sequence: Click to adjust cutting sequence.
Manual adjustment for cutting sequence: click to choose the sample
and adjust cutting sequence manually.
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Text setting: Click to check the text setting (refer to Fig. 24), to set
whether to show text and text type.

（Picture 24）
Sample processing: click to check the sample processing (please
refer to Fig.25）

（Picture 25）
Click the sample image below to preview. Select position and click
position list to add. Click “flip” button to flip position and click “clean”
button to clear positions.
Position Management: add name and parameter to set the position,
please refer to Fig. 26.
During editing position, you can click “clear”button to clear the
preview, click “Revoke”to revoke operation before and click “delete””
to delete the position.
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（Picture 26）
Open cutterserver: open related cutterserver
Cutting form: click to open cutting form
Output setting/cutting output setting: click to open output
setting/cutting output setting.

2.7. Setting Tool Choose
Click 【Setting】→【Setting Tool Choose】to enter setting interface.
2.7.1. System function settings
Restrict reversion/rotation/overlap: click to restrict reversion,rotation
or overlap.
Automatic NULL: When the sample can not be placed in some place
due to large size, the sample will be moved to place where can afford
automatically.
Flip linkage/Piece Relevance: When flipping or editing a sample, if
other samples are copied from this sample, the other samples will also be
flipped or edited.
Optimization: When import a file, this function will optimize the
cutting path. (This function occupies much RAM, which may cause the
computer stuck).
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（Picture 27）
2.7.2. Sample Display Settings/Marking Display Settings
Choose the sample, the sample display settings are as below, please
refer to Fig.28.

（Picture 28）
2.7.3. Material Selection Method
Please choose the materials selection method. When first time to use
“Nester”，please install software “Nescon”，this software can be found
in installation files. Please related software Nescon before using Nester
function.

2.7.4. Open File Mode
Only required when use Yin Plt files.

2.7.5. System Tool Settings
Moving step: click to choose sample and control the distance
movement distance by using keyboard ↑↓←→.
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Rotation angle: This function can not be used now, please neglect.
Thread rotates horizontally: to choose clockwise or counterclockwise
rotation.

2.8. Output config settings
Click【Setting】→【Output Config Setting】to the interface.
2.8.1. Symmetrical settings
Symmetrical error: to recognize the samples which are set with errors.
Symmetric interface/End point offset/Circular Migration: to set the offset
distance.

2.8.2. Inside and Outside Line Cutting
Outer/Inner profile lift: to set the lift angle. When cutting angles
are less than set angles, cutting knife will lift.
Line Down compensation: to set the compensation distance.
When cutting inner lines, the knife will compensate the set distance to
extend or shorten.
Minimum inner line length ： you can set that do not to cut if the
length is less than the parameter set.
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2.8.3. Decelerate Setting
When choose this function, the cutting speed can be slow down.
Circle/Corner>=(60 ° ） ： when cutting circle or corner, the cutting
speed will slow down to be set speed.

2.8.4. Guideline Set
If choose inner line guideline, when cut inner lines, there will be
guideline. The guideline length can be set. If choose “only add arc guide
line”, the guideline will work only when cutting arc.
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Statement
This manual copyright belongs to Hangzhou IECHO Science Technology
Technology Co., LTD(hereinafter referred to as IECHO)
IECHO will not make any guarantee for this manual, IECHO will not be
responsible for this user manual when cause the misunderstanding.
IECHO reserves the right of final interpretation if the products users
bought has the discrepancy with the manual.
After-sale Service Hotline : 400-119-1990
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